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TRY SOMETHING TASTY WITH
THE DRINK OF THE WEEK

I-House room
cleared of
bedbug pests

Students
hunt housing
with new
semester
By Heather Driscoll
Daily Staff Writer

Searching for housing can be a
strenuous ordeal for some students,
but with a variety of living options
made available by parents, apartment complexes and San Jose State
University, finding some shelter
can go from difficult to effortless.
Residing at home turned out to
be the most preferred way to live,
or at least the cheapest, for Carly
Green, a sophomore majoring in
nursing.
“It’s nice because I have my own
space, my own room and I don’t
have to deal with roommates,”
Green said. “The only downfall is
the commute and having your parents still tell you what to do. Other
than that, I save so much money.
… I just can’t see spending $500 a
month for a place to sleep when I
can stay at home for free.”
But for those who would rather
be just a stroll away from classes,
SJSU activities and programs, then
on-campus housing would be the
most convenient way to go.
SJSU offers several housing opportunities including single/double
occupancy rooms, apartments or
suites that reside in either the Classics or Campus Village according
to the SJSU housing department.
The Classics are located on the
southeast corner of the SJSU campus and is comprised of a total of
four halls: Hoover, Royce, Washburn and Joe West.
There is the option of a doubleoccupancy room designed and
see HOUSING, page 5

Parasites resurface across United States
after 60-year absence from bedrooms
By Lalee Sadighi
Daily Staff Writer
Absent from American beds
for the past 60 years, bedbugs, the
bloodsucking parasites, have returned.
The International House, home
to 70 students from around the
world, has been the recent center of
a bedbug war after one room was
found infested with the crawler.
The contaminated room located
on the third floor of the dormitory
transformed into a smoky battlefield last Thursday, after a student
found the night-feeders in his bed
and alerted the staff.
Omar Kossio, an electrical engineering student from Spain who
sleeps on the same floor, said he
didn’t understand what the fuss
was all about.

see BUGS, page 4
The San
Jose State
University
International
House was
the site of
a bedbug
infestation
last week.

Ask me about my peas

Jeremy Lampel, a third-year graduate student in nutrition, hands out cups of green beans to students passing by
at the Student Organization Fair. Lampel is a member of Nutrition Educational Action Team, a group that gives
presentations to students, classes and the community.
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FDA reclassifies morning-after pill
Emergency contraceptive drug approved for over-the-counter sales
By Sara Spivey

By Stefanie Chase

Senior Staff Writer
Women older than 18 will soon be
able to purchase the emergency contraceptive pill, called Plan B, without a
prescription, as the result of an Aug. 24
decision by the Food and Drug Administration.
Plan B, often called the morning-

Daily Staff Writer

see ABROAD, page 4

“The director came and talked
to the residents about the bedbugs.
They said they took care of it and
that the bugs were not dangerous,”
Kossio said.
The managing team took measures to ensure that the attempt
to eradicate the bloodsuckers was
successful, and the team confirmed
Monday that the fumigation of the
room had been successful and the
“problem no longer existed.”
A survey conducted in 2005 by
Orkin Pest Control showed that
bedbugs can now be found in all 50
states, compared with 43 in 2004.
According to Orkin’s Web site,
bedbugs can live longer than a
year without eating and can resist
temperatures ranging from nearly

LAUREN SAGAR/ SPECIAL TO THE DAILY

Summer
teaching
abroad
While some San Jose State University students worked or took
classes over the summer, 18 students enrolled in global studies
spent three weeks in Guatemala
earning credit toward their elementary education degrees.
The students were able to finish
the first half of their student teaching requirement there.
According to Alexander Sapiens,
the elementary education professor
who accompanied them, the students taught various subjects at the
school and interacted with the teachers at Colegio Colonial Bilingue, a
bilingual elementary school.
“It was a once-in-a-lifetime
thing. I was first on the list to sign
up,” said Jason Stull, elementary
education major.
Stull said he was the only male
enrolled in the program.
According to Sapiens, the students were worried because they
were going to present their lessons
in the English language to children
who primarily speak Spanish.

SPARTANS PREPARE FOR
SEASON OPENER, PAGE 6

after pill, contains the same ingredient
used in birth control pills and is taken
in a two-tablet dose. When taken within 72 hours after unprotected sex or
contraceptive failure, it reduces the risk
of pregnancy by 89 percent.
“It’s a higher dose of birth control
that stops the egg from fertilizing,” said
Patricia Benfield Jones, the San Jose

State University Student Health Center
pharmacy manager. “It’s very effective.”
Plan B is currently available to SJSU
students through a prescription from
the health center, but officials say they
have not discussed how and when that
might change.
see PLAN B, page 5

Faculty editor to speak about book chronicling Iranian diaspora
By Michael Geslani
Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State University associate professor of English and
comparative literature Persis M.
Karim will be promoting a book
she edited called “Let Me Tell You
Where I’ve Been: New Writing by
Women of the Iranian Diaspora”
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Joint Library,
room 225/229.
This book marks the first anthology of writing by women of
the Iranian diaspora, according a
press release. Karim describes the

diaspora as people who have scattered.
“It was a historical term that
was used to talk about the original
diaspora, the Jews who were scattered from Egypt, and went to all
parts of the world, but especially
Europe,” Karim said. “After the
1979 revolution in Iran, almost 3
million Iranians left Iran for political reasons because there was a
war that broke out and they didn’t
feel like they could live there.”
The book has an collection of
poetry, fiction and nonfiction that
explores through literature the in-

fluences of history, revolution, war,
exile and immigration.
“The kind of motive of this collection was to bring together what
I see as sort of emerging international voices of writing by women
of Iranian background, whether
born in Iran or born in the U.S.,”
Karim said. “Their voice is kind
of motivated by some of the ways
they see Iran being represented in
the media and also the way specifically Iranian women been depicted by the Iranian government and
also the U.S. media.”
Kate Evans, lecturer in English

and creative writing, will introduce Karim at the event and has
read the book and describes her as
empowering.
“I know that Persis, who is a
wonderful poet and a passionate
person, has a profound effect on
her students, so no doubt she’s had
a similar effect on these writers. In
fact, when I saw her and some of
the other writers in the book speak
at City Lights (Bookstore) in San
Francisco, it was clear that doing
this work together was a powerful,
and empowering, thing for both
the writers and the audience,” Ev-

ans said in an e-mail.
Karim was born and raised in
San Francisco and said as a kid she
found it difficult to find her own
identity stating that on her Web
site, www.persiskarim.com, that
she grew up feeling different.
Born to a French mother and
an Iranian father, she often found
herself trying to explain an identity she couldn’t fully grasp, not
until she started learning more
about her heritage in the 1980s according to her Web site.
see BOOK, page 5
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

OPINION

The optimist proclaims that we live in the best of all possible worlds;
and the pessimist fears this is true.
— James Branch Cabell

OPPOSING VIEWS

Has registration for classes gotten easier this semester?
YES

NO

It’s clearer and easier to navigate, and
students can access previous records.

The beginning of each semester brings with it old dilemmas such as
finding parking or adding classes. This semester is no different.
Every semester since MySJSU’s inception, students have criticized
the problems with the Web site where students register for classes, pay
tuition and perform various other tasks.
This fall, however, MySJSU may look and function
quite differently for returning students, because several
changes have been made.
Last semester, an upgraded version of PeopleSoft was
launched to update MySJSU. The upgraded version’s goal
was to make navigation easier and straightforward.
Personally, I’ve had my share of registration complaints. My classes have been dropped in the past days
before school started because I couldn’t navigate through
APRIL MARAMAG
the payment site without the infamous “server not found”
page.
However, as a returning student, I can vouch for the changes in MySJSU. Things are getting better.
The main page or “Student Center” of MySJSU is clearly easier to
navigate. The page doesn’t look plain, and it’s not difficult to find items.
Students can access past records with an ease of a drop menu.
In addition, the schedule of classes, which is now posted online,
makes it easier for students to find classes that aren’t full, because the
number of registered students and the number of students allowed to
still add are posted.
MySJSU also has included a waiting list section to get into classes.
Imagine already being on the waiting list versus having to sit through
the first 45 minutes of a class while the teacher goes over the green sheet
then tells you they’re not adding students.
Finding open sections has become much easier with the new Web
site. Open classes for an entire department can be viewed online, saving
students time and energy running around campus and e-mailing professors.
Not to mention, we save some time from the changes by not having
to purchase a schedule of classes from the bookstore.
Perhaps registration has been easier on me because I’ve been here
long enough to witness its changes and upgrades. As a freshman, I
remember having to wait in the long lines at the student service center
to pay my fees.
I recently was talking to a friend who has been at SJSU for as long as
I have, and when I asked him if the MySJSU Web site has made it easier
to register over the years, he replied, “Yeah, only because I know where
everything on the page is now.”
For seniors, MySJSU can be especially helpful now that there is a
“degree progress/graduation” section. Here, seniors can view their
graduation progress, including outstanding and completed SJSU degree
requirements.
In essence, registration has gotten easier because most of it is done
online. Students have easier access online and receive messages faster
than through mail. Faculty and staff can better assess how many students will be registered and how to accommodate them.
With any upgrade or online software where hundreds of students can
be simultaneously logged in to, there’s bound to be glitches or delays,
and MySJSU can’t please everyone. Still, PeopleSoft chugs along with the
help of focus groups.
So, if the question is whether registration has gotten easier, take
it from someone who has been here long enough to see the changes,
someone who at one point gave up on the Web site and registered for
classes the day school started — it has.

Students are getting classes dropped that
they had originally thought they paid for.

Every semester, students at San Jose State University go through the
rigorous process of signing up for classes. Since the inception of PeopleSoft, however, students not only have to worry about being able to get
into classes, they have to make sure MySJSU, the registration system
program from PeopleSoft that students use to sign into classes, isn’t having a bad day.
By having a bad day, I mean the plethora of problems that has come with PeopleSoft since its partnership with SJSU in the Fall 2003.
Problems such as system downtime, classes being
dropped for no reason, payments never going through
and maintenance issues are all troubles that have
plagued students when trying to use the MySJSU Web
TERESA HOU
site to register.
After nearly four years of existence with SJSU, one
would think doing activities on MySJSU, such as enrolling in classes and
navigating through the site, would be a breeze.
However, that’s not the case.
For one thing, students are still having their classes dropped even
after they have paid their fees. Just last week, a classmate of mine went
to check her schedule before the first day of school only to find that her
classes had been dropped because it stated she hadn’t paid her fees yet.
She said she had paid for it before the deadline and got it cleared,
but still had to go through the stressful process of going to each of her
classes, explaining her situation to her professors and hoping that they
would add her back in.
Another nuisance that occasionally happens is when you want to
register for classes and MySJSU temporarily is shut down because of
scheduled maintenance. Although I understand the need to restore and
repair, what I don’t understand is the time it decides to do it.
Instead of doing it at hours of the day when students are more likely
to use it, MySJSU should schedule their maintenance during late night
or early morning, when students are probably asleep.
When you finally do get the chance to sign into MySJSU, and you
think that for once you might get to add all the classes you want without a problem, something else happens, like when I was unable to go to
enroll for classes because the Web page refreshed and said, “Your portal
session has expired. Please login again.”
Now, although you may think “just sign in and move on,” this can
cause a major problem. It can be what separates you from getting into a
very popular class or having to go in on the first day of school and trying
to add. If these problems aren’t enough for you, head over to the Common Management System Project Office at SJSU’s Web site, where if you
look under frequently asked questions, you can find 10 more problems
that students have about MySJSU.
MySJSU isn’t the only reason that registering for classes at SJSU can
be quite the headache. Ever since the university got rid of the schedule of classes in Fall 2005, finding classes through MySJSU can be very
inconvenient.
Sure, I saved $2 by not buying a schedule of classes from the bookstore, but those $2 saved me an abundance of time. By having a paper
schedule of classes, it prevented me from spending hours before my enrollment date looking for classes on the computer. With the schedule of
classes, I could look for classes anywhere: before the start of class, during
lunch, a break in between classes, etc.
So, has registration gotten easier this semester? I don’t think so, and
unless students are being listened to and changes are being made, next
semester won’t be any different.

ILLUSTRATION BY KATHY TRAN

Online poll:
Has registration for classes gotten easier
this semester?

April Maramag is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.

Teresa Hou is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.
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“Yes. Itʼs easier now because
course outlines are available
online.”

“Not really. I had a crappy enrollment date.”

“Yeah. If you registered early,
it was easy. But if you waited, it
was hard to enroll.”

“No. I went to 10 classes, and
there was a waiting list at least
20 people. ... Itʼs getting
ridiculous.”

“Yes. My counselor helps me
get my classes. Without her, I
wouldnʼt be enrolled.”

“No. I thought it was a little bit
hard doing it online.”

Cristina Zamora
sophomore
business management

Ashley Bejairano
sophomore
public relations

Jason Poon
sophomore
kinesiology

Jonathan Aluko
senior
management information systems

Rasheid Lattimore
senior
African-American studies

Jae Chae
junior
accounting
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The Spartan Daily is a Public Forum

O P I N I O N PA G E P O L I C Y
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily@
casa.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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THE STORY SO FAR

‘30th of April; 1st of November; seems like yesterday’
The first time I fell in love with her, it was the eve
of her 16th birthday.
I was engrossed at the task at hand. My ’91 gold
Ford Tacoma was parked on my parents’ driveway.
I was grimy. I hadn’t shaved. I was vacuuming my
car.
As the whiz of the vacuum continued into a
consistent lull, drowning out the otherwise soothing
noises of the neighborhood: Skateboarders whizzing by, the wheels of their skateboards knocking in
between each of the cracks in the sidewalk, the leaves
rustling in the breeze, the branches creaking as they
leaned and Tom mowing his lawn while rocking out
to his compact disc player, tucked away in the back
of his elastic shorts.
There are days, years ago, I remember lying on the
grass, running my hands over the prickly, ticklish
texture, staring up at the clouds and trying to make
out figures in otherwise misshapen cotton balls. Now,
here I was, drowning out the noises of messy human
lives and forgetting what it meant to truly feel alive.
I had become so numb to the fact that life could
become cold, that so had I.
As I leaned over the back seats, meticulously
angling the side of the vacuum attachment into the
wedges of the seat pillows, a quick tap on my right
shoulder quickly gained my attention.
What the? As I whipped my head around, vacuum
still in hand, blowing Loralie’s shirt and creating sudden waves of fabric for a brief moment, a car door
slammed.
Loralie was someone I had grown accustomed to
her spontaneous visits. For one reason or another,
she just seemed to understand me.

Or at least had a great way of pretending.
Over the years, I noticed the small subtleties of
change that would occur each time she surrounded
herself with a new person, a new crowd. She always
managed to become a cookie-cutter image of what
she perceived everybody wanted.
And while I didn’t respect her,
nor appreciate her presence, here
she was, smile donning her face
from ear to ear, interrupting my
day.
“Hey Sean, can I …” almost
completely oblivious to the sound
of the car door slamming just a
minute ago.
SHANNON BARRY
Loralie spoke, but her words
were garbled, at least in my mind,
swept up in the noises of the neighborhood, as a
familiar face scuffled her flip-flops up the driveway,
head down and blonde hair swinging in a ponytail.
Ignoring Loralie and peering at the figure quickly
approaching through the front window of the car, I
leaned back over, turned off the vacuum, and, while
bent over, rustled my greasy, grimy hair.
Standing up, it was almost like coming home to
somewhere I had never had the chance to live. A
room full of half-read magazines, unsorted mail,
haphazardly placed computer parts.
This was a face I had seen, but a person I had
yet to understand. A face in a crowd … at concerts,
throughout school or on the street. Yet here this face
was, a shy and unsettled presence.
“Can I use your bathroom?” she asked me quietly,
still looking down, as I directed her through my ga-

SPARTA GUIDE

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit
information in writing to DBH 209.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for entries is
noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
Campus Crusade for Christ
Kick off the new semester by joining Campus
Crusade for Christ in its annual root beer kegger at
8 p.m. at 33 S. Ninth St. across from Student Services. For more information, contact Mark Depold
at (408) 421-9281.
Jewish Student Union
The Jewish Student Union is having a movie
night showing “The Goonies” at 7 p.m. at the Hillel
House 336 E. William St. For more information,
contact Michelle Salinsky at (408) 286-6669.

Community Networking Breakfast
Community partners, faculty and student leaders come together for service learning projects and
internships from 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. in the University Room. For more information, contact Michael
Fallon at (408) 924-5440.
Campus Ice Cream Social
Sponsored by the SJSU Alumi Association, free
ice cream scooped by SJSU VIPs from noon to 2
p.m. at the Paseo de Cesar Chavez Plaza. For more
information, contact Deanna Peck at
(408) 795-5636 or e-mail depeck@housing.sjsu.edu.

rage, past the washer and dryer and into the house.
I watched her go as she scuffled in quickly, covering her hand with her face and wiping something
away.
I watched her walk away as Loralie stared at me in
disbelief, trying different ways to gain my attention.
***

Sitting outside in the corner at Scratch Eight, a
local rock club featuring up-and-coming artists, I
leaned back in my chair and began falling backwards,
quickly rushing my arm behind me and leaning
against the brick wall to bring myself back up again.
As a wave of heat rushed to my face, I quickly looked
up and felt compelled to stare at her.
Hopefully she didn’t notice.
Noticing a crate of hot dog buns to my right, I
pulled up a bag to take the attention off what had
happened.
“Would you like one?” I asked her as another wave
of heat rushed to my face.
***
Her phone rang a lot that night. And although
the music permeating loudly from the speakers took
my mind off my piqued curiosity, I couldn’t help but
wonder.

to know better than myself in the years to come.
I was playing “Shaun Palmer’s Pro Snowboarder”
on my PlayStation 2, as Loralie’s phone rang. I didn’t
hear much … or at least nothing clear. It all came out
in one string of tears, punctuated by the occasional
shrill of true grievance.
As Loralie pushed herself off the couch and
walked out of the room, I continued to play my
game, eyes darting quickly behind me.
Days earlier, I was stuck in a rhythm of monotonous routines: the whizzing of the vacuum, the assembling of computers; events that didn’t matter.
But here I was, worrying about a girl that I didn’t
know, but just met.
***
I’ve never spoken of this moment to her. A moment when people become synchronized with the
frailties of other’s human existence.
A moment when you realize you aren’t the only
one who can lose sight of what’s important. And
more importantly, a moment when you realize “You
could be happy, I hope you are/You made me happier than I’d been by far.”

***
Days later, with another unsuspected visit from
Loralie, I got a glimpse into the person I would begin

Shannon Barry is the Spartan Daily A&E editor.
“The Story So Far” appears every Thursday.

Contact the Spartan Daily at
spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu
Cleanroom and Laboratory Micro-Cleaner Position

Serving the Pharmaceutical Industry in the South Bay. PT/FT
positions available 15-40 hours/wk. $10 an hour start with opportunity for advancement. Evenings and weekends. Ideal job
for college students. Must have transportation. Potential for fulltime employment by pharmaceutical companies upon graduation
from college.
~ Call Santiago @ (510)728-1106

B
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CAFE‘ BOBA

Welcome Back
Student special
Deli sandwich +
Soda & Chips

ONLY

$5

*

*requires SJSU ID

110 E. San Fernando Street
Next to Blockbuster
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Don’t
walk
this way

A.S. delays
naming of
executive
director
By Julia Cooper
Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students
Board of Directors voted on
a new executive director at
it Aug. 30 meeting and authorized the A.S. president
to appoint the candidate
pending a favorable background check, according to
board Vice President Che
Angkham.

“Originally,
we were hoping
that it would be
concluded today.”
—Alberto Gutierrez,
A.S. president
Delayed results of a candidate background check prevented A.S. President Alberto
Gutierrez from immediately
extending an offer to the candidate of choice.
“Originally, we were hoping that it would be concluded today,” Gutierrez said.
The hiring process entails
more than reference checks,
he added, with the board outsourcing a company to conduct more extensive background checks.
Angkham said the next
step in the executive director
hiring process involves Gutierrez entering into salary negotiations with the candidate
if the background check is
positive.
The board deliberated in
closed session for one hour
and 30 minutes.
Gutierrez attributed the
lengthy voting to members
discussing the pros and cons
of the final two candidates,
Matthew Friedman and
Cheryl Vargas.
Gutierrez said final actions
concerning the hiring of the
executive director will take
place at the next board meeting, to be held Sept. 13.

Brent Turner, a computer
science major, is warned
by Officer Paul Marshall
that blocking an officer’s
path is a misdermeanor.
Turner was not cited,
and he was released
without a warning.
“There was a crane on
one side and I was in the
middle of his path. He
was blowing his air horn
but I was just walking to
my car,” Turner said.

ZACH BEECHER/ DAILY SENIOR STAFF

BUGS- Discontinued use of DDT may be to blame
Continued from page 1

freezing to almost 113 degrees
Fahrenheit.
When hungry, adult bedbugs,
which are about a quarter-inch
long, have a mahogany to reddishbrown color with oval, flattened
bodies surrounded by six legs. After a good blood meal, they will roll
into red little balls, Orkin’s Web site
continued.

These uninvited guests can feel
home anywhere and don’t only infect the shabbiest hotels, motels or
dormitories, but also the poshest
neighborhoods, such as New York’s
flashy Park Avenue, where Orkin’s
representatives were recently called
to treat a building.
Sid, a pest control expert from
the Terminix office in San Jose who
preferred to not state his last name,
explained that the sudden epi-

demic was due to the development
of traveling and the limited use of
pesticides since the end of World
War II.
He explained that the massive
usage of DDT 60 years ago together with a better hygiene had
helped nearly exterminate them
but the restricted use of these
chemicals and intensified globetrotting has given the bugs a new
life.

San Francisco’s Department
of Public Health announced this
month in an official report that it
had decided to train its staff to better identify and fight the creepycrawly.
Dr. Cecilia Manibo, San Jose
State University’s medical chief of
staff sees no reasons to be alarmed
saying there are no risks associated
with the bites.
Unlike some flies or mosquitoes

bedbugs do not spread diseases and
the only symptoms involved may
be “itching and mild swelling at the
site of the bites,” Manibo said.
To prevent their spread, she
recommended “cleaning linen in
warm water” and for the most resistant ones, “changing mattresses
and pillows.”
When asked if we should worry
about them, her answer was brief:
“no.”

ABROAD- Professor hopes to make return trip soon
Continued from page 1

The students worked in pairs
to teach various grade levels, and
Sapiens said they did not have the
trouble they anticipated.
Elementary education major
Elizabeth Ryan taught math and
science to grades six through nine at
the school. Ryan said the students in
her classes spoke English very well.
“I didn’t speak Spanish at all,”
Ryan said.
The school day started at 7:30
a.m. and ended at 2:30 p.m. Most

of the students stayed on the same
floor of the hotel they occupied,
and some students shared rooms.
“We traveled everywhere together in a modern shuttle, and it
helped camaraderie,” Sapiens said.
Ryan said she was one of the
oldest students on the trip, and she
was pleased that she got to know
the other students well even though
most were younger.
According to Ryan, a few of the
students also share a class this semester.
Stull said he thinks that the trip

bonded the group. He said he goes
into class and sees students from
the group, and he gives them a
special nod that he would not have
given before they spent the three
weeks together.
The trip cost each student approximately $3,000, according to
Sapiens. This included enrollment,
airfare and transportation.
According to Sapiens, the students
were able to see how coffee is made at
a coffee plantation, shop at a marketplace in the town of Chichicastenango
and explore an active volcano.

Stull said the trip was not as
structured as he anticipated which
allowed extra time for sightseeing.
His wife met him in Guatemala for
an additional week, and Stull said
the two of them visited the same
places as the class.
“The real benefit, I thought, was
that our teachers (the SJSU students) were learning the very latest
teaching technology,” Sapiens said.
Before the students left Guatemala, they gave some school supplies
to Colegio Colonial Bilingue that the
teachers could use in the classroom.

According to Sapiens, these materials included whiteboards, backpacks,
USB drives and DVD burners.
Sapiens said the program, even
in its second year, has proven to be
a huge success.
Claudia Gil, the director of the
school, asked four of the students
to return to Guatemala next year to
continue teaching at the school.
Sapiens plans to go back to Guatemala next year with 18 more students, and he would like to bring
Gil to the United States and show
her a bilingual school in this area.

VALENCIA MEMORIAL

CORRECTION
In Tuesday’s issue of the Spartan Daily, a photo cut0line on page 1 misidentified two soccer players. The
cutline should have read:
Cal State Fullerton freshman Gabriel Farfan strikes
San Jose State University senior Daniel Perez in the back
of the head, during a confrontation between the teams
resulting in four red cards at a soccer match Sunday.
It is Spartan Daily policy to correct all errors of fact.

A viewing for San Jose State University
student Alex Valencia will be held from
2 to 9 p.m. at Darling Fischer Mortuaries, located at 471 E. Santa Clara Street.
Valencia, a sociology major and
member of Nu Alpha Kappa fraternity,
died Aug. 22 of injuries received in a car
crash.

CAMERA CINEMAS
AD
Fri, Sun
September 1, 3
1 x 5-1/2 inches

BEST THEATERS -- SJ MERC NEWS BEST OF SILICON VALLEY
BUY TICKETS AT WWW.
CAMERACINEMAS.COM
• 998-3300
DISC. MATINEES BEFORE201
6PM S.
MONSecond
-FRI / 4PM SSt.
AT-SUN, HOLIDAYS
* = NO PASS ENGAGEMENT ( ) = FRI-MON ONLY

CAMERA 7 • Pruneyard/Campbell • 559-6900
THE WICKER MAN* (PG-13) --

Daily at (12 noon), 2:20, 4:40, 7:10, 9:30
FACTOTUM* (R) -Daily at (12:50), 3, 5:10, 7:20, 9:30
THE ILLUSIONIST* (PG-13) -Daily at (11:45), 2, 4:25, 6:50, 9:15
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (R)-- Daily at
(12 noon, 1:20), 2:20-(Tue-Thu only), 3:40,
4:40, 6, 7, 8:20, 9:20, 10:40-(Fri only)
WORLD TRADE CENTER (PG-13) -STUDENTS $7
Daily at (1:10), 4:10, 6:50, 9:35
MATINEES
AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH (PG) -- $6.50
PARK FREE
Fri-Mon at 2:30; Tue-Thu at 2:20

TALLADEGA NIGHTS: BALLAD OF RICKY BOBBY
(PG-13) -- Daily at (12:15), 2:35, 4:50, 7:25, 9:45
ENTER THE DRAGON -- Fri at 12 midnight

LOS GATOS • 41 N. Santa Cruz • 395-0203
THE ILLUSIONIST* (PG-13) -Daily at 4:35, 7, 9:20; + Sat-Mon at 2:10
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (R) -Daily at 4:45, 7:10, 9:30; + Sat-Mon at 2:20

CAMERA 12 • 201 S. Second • 998-3300
HEADING SOUTH (VERS LE SUD)* (Unrated) --

Daily at (12 noon, 2:20), 4:40, 7, 9:20
A
THE QUIET* (R) -Daily at (12:35, 2:50), 5:05, 7:20, 9:35
R
TRUST THE MAN* (R) -T
Daily at (12:30, 2:40), 7:15, 9:30
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE* (R) -A
Daily at (12:05, 2:25), 4:45, 7:05, 9:25
HOUSE OF SAND (R) -- Daily at 4:50
N
AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH (R)--Daily at 3, 5:10 N
QUINCEANERA (R) -E
Daily at (12:40, 2:50), 5, 7:10, 9:20
THE WICKER MAN* (PG-13) -X
Daily at (12:10, 2:30), 4:50, 7:10, 9:30
CROSSOVER* (PG-13) -Daily at (12:35, 2:45), 4:55, 7:05, 9:15
CRANK* (R)--Daily at (1:35, 3:35), 5:35, 7:35, 9:45
INVINCIBLE* (PG) -Daily at (12 noon, 2:20), 4:40, 7, 9:20
STUDENTS $7
SNAKES ON A PLANE (R)-$6.50 MATINEES
Daily at (12:40), 7:20, 9:35
PARK FREE
BEERFEST* (R) -Daily at (12 noon, 2:25), 4:50, 7:15, 9:40

TALLADEGA NIGHTS: BALLAD OF RICKY BOBBY

(PG-13) -- Daily at (12:10, 2:30), 4:50, 7:15, 9:35
ENTER THE DRAGON -- Sat at 12 midnight
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Hispanic health club returns to campus after three-year hiatus
By Adam Browne
Daily Staff Writer

The Chicano/Latinos in Health Education Club (CHE) was helping Hispanic
students in the health professions for more
than 30 years until the San Jose State University chapter closed in 2003, when the
club’s leaders graduated.
Some of the faculty members and students in health education on campus are
attempting to bring it back this semester.
The name comes from a group of related
clubs formed in 1972 during the Chicano
Movement, which was a civil rights movement based in Southern California.
Adrian Espinosa, the club’s co-treasurer, wrote in an e-mail that he was a chair
and community liaison when the club
disbanded. He was the last student in the
2003 club, but he wanted to help start it

up again this semester as a graduate student, he said.
The club is reaching out not only to
Hispanic students, but also to other minority groups in the health profession
fields. The club has about 10 health department students and two faculty professors in charge.
“To create positive change in any community, we must empower ourselves and
our neighbors with the knowledge and
skills that will help us to live longer and
healthier lives,” said Espinosa, a graduate
student in public health.
Hugo Mora-Torres, community director at The Health Trust and an adviser to
the club, said in a phone interview that the
club’s program nurtures minority pre-med
students.
The Health Trust is a community orga-

nization for medical students.
“It is for med students or professionals interested in helping out in the community,” Mora-Torres said about the club.
“I am in the club to help my community.
Students in it can help with primary medical care in their community also and their
neighborhoods.”
Mora-Torres said that in most minority
neighborhoods, medical care is very poor
and there aren’t enough doctors and nurses. Students can help by going into those
professions.
Jeanette Ramos, an SJSU sophomore
majoring in biology who is active in promoting the club, said in a phone interview that she was introduced to the club
through Mora-Torres, who was running a
booth at a health fair. She has been trying
to organize a booth for Hispanics in the

health fields and to get a meeting place on
campus.
“Our goal is to try to get students to
be in health professional degrees, such as
public health, nursing and occupational
therapy and other health fields,” Ramos
said.
She also said the club is targeted at
Hispanic students who are majoring in
health-related fields.
“Students of Chicano and Latino descent can have resources in the club, such
as where to start, who to talk to, and places
to meet people in those professions,” Ramos said.
Deborah Piñeda, a co-adviser for the
club, talked about the club in a phone interview. “This will be my first year starting
with CHE,” she said. “I got connected with
Adrian. I helped to build up CHE with

HOUSING- Students weigh their living options
Continued from page 1

furnished for two, or if students
prefer to live alone, then there
are single-occupancy rooms also
available, according to the SJSU
housing Web site.
“Living in the dorms was a
good opportunity for me to make
new friends,” said Allen James, a
freshman majoring in biochemistry. “I just came here from down
south and I was a little nervous
because I didn’t know anyone, but
all the guys here are pretty cool. …
Sure, there is drama (in the residence halls), but you’ll find that
everywhere.”
According to the SJSU housing Web site, housing costs for the
Classics range anywhere from $976
to $1,077 per month, depending
on the type of room; the housing

costs cover the room, basic cable
TV, ethernet connections, utilities
and a meal plan.
SJSU’s newest development,
Campus Village, is adjacent to
the Classics and, according to
the SJSU housing Web site, offers
freshman housing, apartments for
upperclassmen and apartments
for faculty, staff and guests.
Campus Village offers cable TV,
local telephone calls, high-speed
Internet connection, a laundry facility, underground parking, one
mailbox per student, a recreation
and activities center that includes
a game area and pool and the Village Market, which includes a Starbucks, Subway and other snacks.
Depending on what type of
apartment or suite as well as which
meal plan, the average rates per
month to stay in Campus Village
are approximately $685 to $1,336,

“Living in the dorms was a
good opportunity for me to
make new friends.”
—Allen James,
freshman
according to the SJSU housing
Web site.
Ciara Pasta, a freshman majoring in hospitality management,
said living in one of the Campus
Village suites is like living in a hotel.
“I love it,” Pasta said. “Everything is brand new — the appliances, furniture, everything. …
It’s so hard to commute and be
a full-time student at the same
time. By living on campus, you
meet so many great people, you’re
constantly surrounded by a posi-

tive environment and you get the
whole college experience.”
Whitney Larson, a senior majoring in recreation, decided
against living on campus and instead lives in the Waterloo apartment complex, just a 15-minute
drive from campus, and said that
it is one of the best decisions she
has ever made.
“Honestly, the trade-off is
worth it,” Larson said. “It’s a lot of
money, but it is worth gaining the
independence and responsibility
of an adult.”
And as for pesty, slobby roommates?
“No problems whatsoever,”
Larson said. “I knew my roommate from before we moved in together, so we get along really well.
If she was my best friend, then it
might have been a different story.
I just got lucky.”

BOOK- Anthology addresses Middle Eastern experience
Continued from page 1

In the 1990s she started work on her master’s
degree in the Middle Eastern studies and eventually on to her Ph.D. in comparative literature
at University of Texas. While working on her
dissertation on exile writing she felt a strange
need to find out more about Iranian writers.
“I always gravitated towards literature and
writing,” Karim said in an interview with Inter
Press Service published on the service’s Web
site.
Karim went on and kept questioning herself

about Iranian literature in the interview.
“And I was drawn strongly to Iranian
culture, so, while working on a dissertation
about exile writing, I felt a strange need to ask
the question, where were the Iranian writers
writing in English? Why haven’t there been
any notable writers dealing with their experiences? Where was the literature of the Iranian
diaspora? What had the last 20 years meant
for people of Iranian heritage, like me, who
weren’t really Iranian in the truest sense, but
who identified with that place and the culture?”

The director of women’s studies, Shahin
Gerami, associate professor of the social science at SJSU stated that this is a good event for
first and second generation Iranian people and
for those who have gone through struggles of
emigration and separation from their home
country.
Gerami is originally from Iran and describes that it’s difficult for her family to visit
other members of family in Iran. Gerami will
be moderating the event.
Following the book’s discussion there will
be a book signing at 8 p.m.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Hurricane John pounds
Mexico’s Pacific coast
PUERTO VALLARTA, Mexico
(AP) — Hurricane John lashed
tourist resorts with heavy winds
and rain Wednesday as the dangerous storm marched up Mexico’s Pacific coast, and forecasters
predicted its center would brush
close to land before nicking the tip
of Baja California and heading out
to sea.
Forecasters warned the Category 4 hurricane could dump up to a
foot of rain along parts of Mexico’s
southern coast, causing landslides
or flooding. The hurricane had
maximum sustained winds of 135
mph and stronger gusts capable
of ripping roofs off buildings and

causing storm surges of up to 18
feet above normal.
John was not expected to affect
the United States — cooler Pacific
waters tend to diminish the storms
before they reach California.

Senate approves hike
in minimum wage

SACRAMENTO (AP) — The
state Senate on Wednesday approved increasing California’s minimum wage by $1.25 an hour over
two years, sending the measure to
the Assembly for final approval.
The raise to $8 an hour by January 2008 would give California the
nation’s highest minimum wage,
barring increases in other states
during that time.
Lawmakers approved the bill

SJSU Study Abroad Programs
Last Chance for Spring 2007!
Programs are affordable and help you make progress towards
your degree requirements.
Study abroad for an academic year, semester, summer or winter.
Programs available in 40 countries.
International experience through Study Abroad will give you
the competitive advantage that you need in today’s global
job market.

www.sjsu.edu/studyabroad
Study Abroad Office (Administration Building 223A)
Tel: 408-924-5931 Email: study.abroad@sjsu.edu

without debate over the objections
of business groups that said it will
hurt the economy and drive up
costs. The measure passed without
debate on a 25-13 vote that was
largely along party lines.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Democrats finally compromised on a $1.25-an-hour boost
with no indexing for inflation.
The legislation would give more
than 1.4 million minimum-wage
earners an increase of 75 cents an
hour in January and another 50
cents the following year.
“Working men and women
deserve no less,” state Sen. Gil Cedillo, D-Los Angeles, said in presenting the bill.
Business groups argued that
small businesses will struggle, hiring will suffer and that the increase

will raise the cost of living in a state
that already has some of the highest housing and gasoline costs.

Hit-and-run driver
had mental disorder
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The driver in a bloody hit-andrun spree that killed one man and
injured more than a dozen people
was mentally unstable and had
been undergoing stress from a recent arranged marriage, according
to relatives.
Omeed A. Popal, 29, of Fremont, was taken into custody
Tuesday following a 20-minute
rampage that terrorized pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists
throughout San Francisco.

“Our goal is to try to get
students to be in health
professional degrees.”
—Jeanette Ramos,
sophomore biology major
Adrian to promote awareness of health
organizations. It helps build your résumé,
and you have networking with other organizations.”
Piñeda said she thinks the club is a good
cause for students who don’t have a lot of
resources.
“The club has a lot of faculty support,”
Piñeda said, “including personal advisers
for every student in their profession.”

PLAN B- Health center
offers prescriptions
Continued from page 1

The decision to sell the medication over the counter ended a more
than three-year back-and-forth
struggle between the FDA and
Plan B’s manufacturer, Barr Pharmaceuticals.
“It’s about time they approved
Plan B for over-the-counter use,”
said Hennessey Zander, a senior
nursing major.
Zander said the amount of time
it took for the FDA to approve the
over-the-counter sale was just as
much of a political decision as a
medical one.
“If it were left up to health-care
professionals, it would have been
cleared a long time ago,” she said.
Zander said the privacy afforded to women by foregoing the process of getting a prescription would
lessen the intimidation factor,
which might lead to more women
choosing emergency contraception
instead of taking the risk of getting
pregnant.
“It will prevent people from having to go through the trauma of an
abortion,” she said.
Barr Pharmaceuticals, the manufacturer, originally applied to the
FDA for approval of the nonprescription sale of Plan B to women
of all ages in 2003. The application
was rejected, as was a subsequent
application to limit sales to women
16 and older.
Although supporters see the
FDA’s decision approving the limited over-the-counter sale of Plan
B as a victory, many also think the
FDA should still approve Plan B for
all ages.
“I think that the FDA could’ve
gone further — the medical community said that Plan B is OK and
safe and can be taken by women
under 18,” said Erika Jackson,
chairwoman of the Pro-Choice
Coalition of Santa Clara County.
She said that being able to get
emergency contraception in a
timely manner without having to
tell their parents is something that
Togo’s
AD
is very difficult for teenagers.
“There’s always some teens who
know how to access services, but

age is a really big barrier,” Jackson
said.
Marla Forcht, an SJSU campus
minister for Every Nation Campus
Ministries, said she sees a risk that
the medication may be abused if it
becomes too readily available, especially for younger women.
“I think they should continue to
make it a prescription for the overall health of the person,” Forcht
said. “It could get totally taken advantage of by girls who don’t realize the effects it may have on their
body.”
Barr Pharmaceuticals lists the
“non-serious” side effects of Plan B
on its Web site www.go2planb.com
as “nausea, abdominal pain, tiredness, headache, menstrual changes,
dizziness, breast tenderness and
vomiting,” which are similar to
those of regular birth control pills.
The SJSU health center currently offers appointments to students
who need a prescription for Plan
B.
“Appointments for emergency
contraception can be made within the appropriate timeframe for
it,” said Medical Chief of Staff Dr.
Maricel Manibo in an e-mail.
Currently, SJSU health center
pharmacy manager Benfield Jones
said that once the student sees a
practitioner and receives a prescription, she dispenses the medication and counsels the student
on what the medication is, how
to take it, and what side effects to
look for.
“We’re very up to date in offering everything to students,” she
said. “I don’t ever want a student
to walk away not knowing enough;
our goal is to educate students.”
She said she often also refers students who want more information
to Peer Health, an organization
on the second floor of the Health
building that educates students on
health issues, including sex education, birth control, sexually transmitted diseases and nutrition.
“They have a very qualified
staff that interacts with students
on education,” Benfield Jones said.
“They’re positive and helpful to
students.”

Experience England
Spring 2007 Bath Program
Take regular courses taught by SJSU Faculty.
Complete all four areas of SJSU upper division GE in one semester.
Gain practical work experience by participating in an internship.
Live with a British family in the elegant city of Bath.
Take weekly field trips to castles, cathedrals, museums and other
cultural sites, including Stonehenge and London.
Travel around the British Isles and continental Europe.

Application Deadline: Monday, October 16th

www.sjsu.edu/studyabroad/students/bath
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK: THE POCKET PASS

SJSU football team looks to tame Huskies
By Greg Lydon
Daily Senior Staff Writer

The San Jose State University
football team kicks off the 2006 season this weekend as they hit the road
traveling north to face off against
the University of Washington.
“It’s a exciting time of the year
for college football fans,” said SJSU
coach Dick Tomey. “The team is
excited to go out there and hit
someone you don’t know.”
Both teams are looking to bounce
back from a disappointing 2005 season where the Spartans finished with
a 3-8 record, and the Huskies finished tallied a 2-9 record.
The Spartans will travel into a
hostile road environment where
coach Tomey recalls from past experience as head coach of the University of Arizona, that there will
be thousands of rabid, rowdy, loud
fans cheering for the Huskies.

“The team is excited to go
out there and hit someone
you don’t know.”
—Dick Tomey,
SJSU coach

“It’s a uniquely constructed stadium up there, it gets loud,” Tomey
said. “But we’ve prepared our football team well, and the main thing
is to go up to Seattle and win a
football game.”
The SJSU defense has its sights
set on Washington quarterback
Isaiah Stanback, whose freewheeling run-and-gun style has drawn
comparisons to a prominent pro
quarterback.
“Their quarterback is going to
be a really threat for our defense,”
said SJSU junior middle linebacker
Matt Castelo. “He’s a Michael Vick
type of player — he loves to tuck it
and run. We have to keep him in
the pocket.”
On the offensive side of the ball,
the Spartans coaching staff still expect to use two quarterbacks this
weekend, but according to Tomey,
junior Adam Tafralis will start this
weekend.
Junior college transfer Sean
Flynn is also expected to see some
action this weekend at quarterback
despite a nagging groin injury that
has limited his practice time the
past 10 days.
“We’re confident in our offense
no matter who’s throwing us the
football,” said SJSU senior wide re-

ceiver James Jones. “We know it’s
going to get loud and get physical
up there. We’re ready for a fight.
Adam and Sean can both get it
done.”

“We’re confident in our
offense no matter who’s
throwing us the football.”
—James Jones,
SJSU wide receiver

GAVIN MCCHESNEY/ DAILY SENIOR STAFF

San Jose State University freshman linebacker Eric Bucholz, right, talks to freshman wide receiver Stephen Collins
on Wednesday morning during practice near Spartan Stadium.

VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK

A’s beat Red Sox
7-2 to complete
sweep, Ortiz still
in hospital

Undefeated Spartans
ready for weekend
tourney in San Francisco
By Lindsay Bryant
Daily Staff Writer
After sweeping the Northern
Arizona Invitational in Flagstaff,
Ariz., the Spartan volleyball team
is looking to face steeper competition this weekend at the University
of San Francisco Powerade/Asics
Classic, according to head coach
Craig Choate.
“Both match-ups this weekend
— San Francisco and UCSB — are
receiving votes for the top 25 (in
the nation),” Choate said. “This will
be a bigger test for our team.”
The three-day tournament
hosted by Northern Arizona University marked the official start of
the 2006-07 season for the Spartans and set the tone for three-time
All-Western Athletic Conference
player and San Jose State University senior Jessie Shull.
With an average of 6.2 digs at
last weekend’s tournament, Shull
was named tournament MVP and
“outstanding libero.”
“(Shull) is as good as it gets at
that position, if she can dig six,
seven, eight balls a game at USF, we
should do well,” Choate said.
At the Northern Arizona Invitational, SJSU defeated Fordham
University 3-0 in its first game Friday. On Saturday, the lady Spartans
defeated Central Arkansas 30-17,
30-14 and 33-41 in three games.
Later that night, the lady Spartans took host Northern Arizona
into a four-game rally, where sophomore middle blocker Colleen
Burke added 14 kills, and junior

Jennifer Senftleben had a doubledouble with 13 kills and 12 digs.
The tournament win segues into
a match with San Francisco State
University that might prove to be
the game of the season thus far for
the lady Spartans, according to senior setter Kristina Conrad.
The team’s expectations echo
Choate’s sentiments.
“I definitely think it’s going to be
a good game,” Conrad said.
Fellow senior Sarah Christensen
added, “We always go back and
forth each year with them, but we
will win it this time.”
In the past several years, the
SFSU-SJSU competition went five
games, with SFSU winning last
year by four points.
“Playing San Francisco has
turned into quite a nice rivalry,”
Choate said.
Also looking toward WAC play
later this season, the volleyball
team has dug deep and made tremendous improvement since last
season, according to coach Choate.
The WAC pre-season poll
ranked University of Hawai’i first
and San Jose is listed as fifth out of
nine teams.
Yet, the Spartans feel that closely
ranked Nevada and Idaho should
stand much closer to SJSU in the
conference ranking.
“We are more improved than
Nevada and Idaho, they have basically stayed the same, but we are
a vastly improved team,” Choate
said.

By Janie McCauley

PHOTO COURTESY OF WESTER ATHLETIC CONFERENCE

Junior outside hitter Jennifer Senftleben had 13 kills and 12 digs during the
Northern Arizona Invitational in Flagstaff, Ariz., this past weekend.

Though sophomore middle
blocker Niki Clement said she
doesn’t pay much attention to the
preseason ranking, which is based
on last season’s statistics.
“It doesn’t matter where you put
us (in the WAC poll), it comes down
to how we finish,” Clement said.
San Jose has 11 returning players, including two all-WAC selections Senftleben and Shull.

Senftleben was a first-team allselection and led the team with 469
kills, and Shull was a three-time
selection and last season with 550
digs.
The lady Spartans will be in San
Francisco this weekend for the
Powerade/Asics Classic, and they
open the home season against UC
Davis at 7 p.m. Sept. 6 in the Spartan Gym.

Associated Press
OAKLAND — Barry Zito refuses to compare the Oakland
teams of recent years despite each
club’s knack for racking up wins
in the season’s second half.
“Every team that’s done what
the A’s have done in August has
been a completely different team,”
Zito said. “More than anything,
we’re a relaxed bunch of guys and
we don’t put pressure on ourselves. The result is pretty good.”
Zito outpitched Curt Schilling
on a day the Boston ace became
the 14th pitcher with 3,000 career
strikeouts, Mark Ellis and Bobby
Kielty each hit solo home runs
and the Oakland Athletics beat
the Red Sox 7-2 Wednesday to
complete a three-game sweep.
Manager Terry Francona and
the healthy members of the Red
Sox finally finished their miserable
2-7 road trip and left the Bay Area
to meet the rest of Boston’s beat-up
lineup in Beantown.
“They’ll be welcoming us with
open arms,” Francona joked of
the fans at Fenway Park.
Jason Kendall doubled among
his three hits, drove in a run, and
scored twice for the A’s, who won
their season-best ninth straight
game at home and 15th in 19
overall. Nick Swisher had an RBI
double and Frank Thomas, Mark
Kotsay and Jay Payton all singled
in runs.
Oakland began the day with a
7 1/2-game lead over the Los Angeles Angels in the AL West. The
A’s have not held a bigger advan-

Coach Tomey said the position
of starting quarterback will be evaluated during the first couple weeks
of the season, and he hopes to pick
a season-long starter after that.
“We’re going to evaluate ourselves
against some good competition this
weekend,” Tomey said. “I would prefer to not use two quarterbacks all
season, one player needs to step up
and pass up the other.”
The SJSU vs. Washington game
kicks off at 12:30 p.m. Saturday
afternoon. Washington has a 9-0
lifetime record against SJSU, with
its last victory occurring in 2004,
when the Huskies defeated the
Spartans 21-6 in Seattle.

tage in the division race since being 8 1/2 games up on Sept. 25,
1992.
“We started a little bit earlier this year,” Ellis said of the A’s
run.
Zito (15-8) pitched 6 1/3 strong
innings to win his third straight
start, receiving a standing ovation
when he left after striking out Alex
Cora on his 112th pitch.
The lefty, likely in his final
season for the A’s, escaped a bases-loaded jam in the sixth. He
allowed eight hits and one run,
struck out eight and walked two.
Schilling (14-7) became the
first pitcher to reach 3,000 strikeouts since Greg Maddux fanned
San Francisco’s Omar Vizquel for
No. 3,000 on July 26, 2005. But
Schilling lost his third straight
decision and hasn’t won in five
starts since beating Tampa Bay
on Aug. 4.
“It’s very bittersweet,” Schilling said. “When 14 people in the
history of the game have done
it, that makes me proud to have
achieved it. But going through
what we’re going through and
doing what I did today kind of
sucks a lot of the enjoyment out
of it — most of it, if not all of it.”
The 39-year-old Schilling allowed a leadoff double to Kendall
before getting Swisher swinging for the milestone strikeout.
His accomplishment was announced and Schilling received
a lengthy ovation. He stepped off
the mound and tipped his hat, his
wife Shonda and children watching from nearby in the stands.
He gave way to Mike Timlin after Kendall’s RBI single in the sixth
gave the Athletics a 5-1 lead. The
right-hander struck out four over
5 1/3 innings, allowed 11 hits and
six runs and walked one in a 108pitch performance.
Before the game, Francona announced that slugger David Ortiz
would remain at Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston until
Thursday as a precaution and for
further tests on his heart.

IT’S NOT TOO LATE!

sjsu symphonic band
Play an instrument?
Come play with us!
Fall 2006! 1unit of credit
Register for Music 154, Sec 2
Interested?
Contact
Professor Hollinger
or just show up!

924-4631

Thursday,
August
31,Friday
2006
CD Releases
In Theatres

Week of Aug. 29

Jessica Simpson 
— ‘Public Affair’
Bob Dylan
— ‘Modern Times’

‘The Wicker Man’
‘Crank’
‘Crossover’

A&E

DVD Releases
‘Duck Season’
‘Akeelah and the Bee’
‘Friends with Money’
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DRINK OF THE WEEK

E&O Mojito pleases the palate with multiple flavors in calm atmosphere
By Sara Spivey

Daily Senior Staff Writer
An E&O Mojito, with its cool and dry
mint flavor layered with tart lime, enjoyed
in the calm of the bar at E&O Trading
Company is the perfect prescription for
the second-week-of-school blues.

Bar manager Sal Martinez mixes his
mojito by muddling three sprigs of mint
with simple syrup and fresh lime and then
adds ice, two ounces of Oronoco rum and
finishes it with a splash of soda water.
Martinez said he may sell up to 40 of
these popular drinks on a busy weekend

night.
Oronoco, high-quality Brazilian rum
with a hint of vanilla that comes from
blending fresh sugar cane juice and aged
Venezuelan rum, adds a subtle layer of flavor to the restaurant’s signature mojito.
The restaurant’s oversized square bar-

stools, the chill down-tempo beats playing
in the background, the friendly, helpful
service and general relaxed vibe sets itself
apart from San Jose’s many overcrowded
ultra lounges crawling with hipsters.
Monday through Friday from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m., the restaurant offers happy hour

with $5 cocktails and $3 draft beers and
appetizers.
Whether you want to take advantage of
the happy-hour specials or relax later in
the evening, E&O Trading Company is the
place to hold on to those remaining summer nights.

RESTAURANT REVIEW

4th Street Pizza brings in the dough with City Hall employees
By Mary Beth Hislop
Daily Staff Writer

Just in time for football season and
hungry sports fans, 4th Street Pizza
Co. opened its doors on Aug. 3. Located across from the San Jose State
University campus on the corner of
Fourth and Santa Clara streets, the
pizzeria also doubles as a sports bar.
With seven flat-screen TVs lining
the walls, there is simply no way to
miss principal plays while plunging
into a pizza.
After more than a year of dealing
with building permits and renovations, co-owners Josh McGhie and
Rich Daly are happy with the location
and the business it’s generating.
“With City Hall nearby, that’s been
huge for us,” Daly said.
With specialty pizzas named Sabercat, The Downtown, The City Hall and
The Sharkie, Daly said the restaurant
attracts a good-sized lunch crowd of
business people during the week.
McGhie and Daly want to get the
word out to SJSU students that they’re
here. If the specialty pizzas don’t ap-

peal to the palate, customers also can
create their own pizzas from a long list
of toppings.
Our party of three ordered The
Sharkie — a thin-crust pizza with a
tomato, basil and garlic sauce topped
with grilled chicken — as well as a
round of Guinness Stout beer.
Daly and McGhie also had us try
one of their thick-crust pizzas. Piled
high with cheese, slightly spicy Italian
sausage and some kind of vegetables
(hey, Guinness was involved here), the
thick crust smothered in a light marinara sauce didn’t overwhelm all the
other flavors.
I preferred the thick-crust pizza.
My companions preferred the thin
crust.
We all liked the Guinness.
The restaurant is clean and well lit;
the tables are lined with comfortable
booth seating on one side and individual chairs on the other.
Customers who prefer to sit at the
bar can stare straight at one of the flat
screens while enjoying bottled or tap
beer.

Clarissa Walters, a beverage server,
thinks weekend business will pick up
when football season begins, particularly on Sundays.
Daly said he has known McGhie
since they were about 5 years old, and
both men grew up in families that
worked in the food-service industry.
Daly said both of them worked
summers at family-owned restaurants
waiting tables and prepping food.
The collaborative effort is still a family affair. Daly’s aunt, Shirley Trawick,
was working behind the pizza order
counter while other family members
enjoyed a meal.
“I highly recommend the buffalo
wings,” Gloria Trawick said. Gloria was
there with husband Daniel and daughter, Taylor after attending Ringling
DANIEL SATO/ DAILY ONLINE EDITOR
Brothers Circus.
4th Street Pizza Co. co-owner Josh
Prices for the specialty pizzas range McGhie makes a traditional combinafrom $10.95 to $28.95. Appetizers tion pizza Friday.
start at $4.95.
are half off.
Walters said 4th Street Pizza has a
For book-bound students who can’t
weekday happy hour from 4 p.m. to 7 get away for a night out, Daly said 4th
p.m. Beer is $2 to $3, and appetizers Street Pizza delivers.

cLAssIfIEds
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

EmploymEnt
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business.
Perfect for students. Earn up to $250 every
weekend. Must have reliable truck. Heavy
lifting is req’d. Call 408 292-7876 or www.
astrojump.com
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS
seeking Infant, Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. FT& PT positions avail. Substitute
positions are also avail that offer flex hrs. ECE
units are req’d for teacher positions but not
req’d for Aide positions. Excellent opportunity
for Child Develop majors. Call Cathy for an
interview@ 244-1968 X16 or fax res. to 2487433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks
responsible individuals for extended daycare,
PT, PMs. No ECE units req’d. Previous childcare exp. a must. Please call 248-2464
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Hiring: Security-All Hrs 24/7, PT/ FT. Possible Commute.
Scheduler-Eves. PT. (408)247-4827

LIfE SkILLS TRAINER

Upbeat, fun work environ. teaching basic
life skills to developmentally disabled adults
in their home and community. Flex Sched
around school FT/ PT/ NOW HIRING SJ/ E.
Bay $10-12 to start. email resume to personnel@cypressils.org or fax to 408-490-2794.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI fACTORY We are
currently hiring for P/ T positions. We offer a
great working environment with day & evening
shifts for responsible and energetic people.
Apply in person, 2:30 to 4:00, Mon-Wed. We
are located in San Pedro Square.
TENOR SOLOIST St. Ann Chapel in Palo Alto
is seeking a tenor soloist to join the professional quartet that provides the service music
for masses. Candidates must be able to sightread well, have solo potential, and be able to
produce a straight tone. An honorarium is paid
each service. Interested tenors should contact
us to arrange an audition. (408)480-9730

PERSONAL ASST/HOUSEkEEPER

$10-13/ HR. P. T., FLEX HRS. SOMEONE TO
KEEP UP HSE HOLD DUTIES, LAUNDRY,
TIDY, ORGANIZE, NO HEAVY CLEAN. PH
CALLS, APPT., FILE, MAIL. SOME DRIVING. MUST HAVE OWN CAR, REF. MNT.
DRIVING, SNTA CRUZ MNT LOCATION,
(408)892-4407
RECREATION LEADERS WANTED Recreation leaders will work in the Mitchell Park
teen center, ìThe Dropî. Teen Leaders need
to be role models for Middle School Teens,
creative and willing to be a part of a dynamic
team. Leaders will supervise dances, teen activities, games, field trips and more. Hours are
afternoons 2:45-6 and some evenings available. Pay ranges from $9.15 to $11.70. Must
be over 18 years old and obtain fingerprint
and TB clearance. (650)329-2192

ATTENTION SPARTANS Welcome back! Are
you looking for part-time/ full-time work to help
you get through the school semester? Well,
look no further. Corinthian Parking Services is
looking for valet parking attendants for our local shopping malls, hotels and private events.
We will work around your school schedule.
Requirements for an interview:
ï Must have a valid California Class C license
ï Must provide a current DMV printout
ï MUST be responsible, well-groomed and
punctual.
ï MUST HAVE EXCELLENT CUSTOMER
SERVICE SKILLS.
If you qualify, please call 408-593-9612 for an
interview.
LOS GATOS SWIM & RACQUET CLUB is
currently accepting applications in the following depts: Front Desk, Fitness Staff, Childcare
& Maintenance. Must be outgoing & able to
multi-task. Good customer service skills a +.
PT-AM/PM shifts avail. Call (408) 356-2136 or
fax res to (408) 358-2593

EARN $2500+ MONTHLY and more to type
simple ads online. www.dataentrytypers.com

For SalE

TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS P/T Instructors,
elem. schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT required.
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need Car.
VM(408) 287-4170
Ext. 408 EOE/AAE

MATTRESSES & fURNITURE BRAND NEW:
Twin/Full-$175, Queen-$199, King-$299,
5-Pc. Bdrm. Set-$499, Sofa/Love-$499. Can
Deliver. (408) 272-7000

OkASAN AND ME, INC. Part Time Job. www.
okasanandme.com
Multi language program.
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, the
SJSU Career Center can help! Register with
SpartaSystem (the Career Center’s online
career management tool) & access over
1,400 job listings on SpartaJOBS, the Career
Center’s official job & internship bank. It’s
easy. Visit us @ www, careercenter.sjsu.edu,
sign in with tower card ID & search SpartaJOBS! New jobs are added daily.

WantEd
$SPERM DONORS NEEDED$ Up to $900/
month. Healthy Men, in college or w/college
degree, wanted for our anonymous sperm
donor program. Help people realize their
dreams of starting a family. Apply Online:
www.cryobankdonors.com

Spartan Daily
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
pHOnE: 408.924.3277

SITTER WANTED P/T, flex hrs, flex days for
three young boys in Willow Glen. Must be reliable, have own car and references. (408)2930529

Fax: 408.924.3282

For rEnt

ONLINE: www.thespartandaily.com

3BD-2BA-2 BLOCkS fROM
SJSU

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offers are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more per hour.
Register FREE for jobs at www.student-sitters.com.

SPACIOUS STUDIO SUITES El Castillo
Metro - 1058 N. 4th St.
Spanish Castle Design Secured Entry Lg.
Eat in Kitchen, Tall ceilings, New Windows,
3 blocks from lt. rail. For more info. contact
Zane 408.509.1750 or 408.295.4700

DENTAL OffICE HELP Dental office near
Valley Fair is looking for a p/ t front desk receptionist and a p/ t back office assistant. Will
train for both positions. Email or fax resume,
position interested in & hrs avail to work &
salary history to jtanakadds@sbcglobal.net
(408)279-8081 fax.

STUDIO SUITES & 2 BEDROOMS 1050
S 12th St.- studios from $850 & 2brs from
$1100. New carpet & vinyl, nice kitchens/bathrooms, Priv. Park Area. Walk to SJSU transp.
shuttle. For more info call 408.849.7199 or
295.4700

Certain advertisements in these columns
may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information.
Classified readers
should be reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money
for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

WANTED: BEfORE & AfTER-SCHOOL
TEACHERS/ LEADERS. This is a great opp.
for anyone who enjoys working w/children. AM
& PM shifts avail. Exp. wrking w/children & 12
units in child related classes, preferred. Call
Small World Schools @408-370-2700 X. 20 or
fax res to 408-370-0505
NANNY Seeking young energetic and reliable
nanny to care for our loving 1-year-old son.
Home located in Cambrian area approx 15
minutes to SJSU. Max 32 hours per week.
$8-$10 per hour based on exp. Transportation
required/ good driving record. Child Development interest preffered/ prior experience. Ref
requested. Willing to be flexible with school
schedule...let’s talk. Email Resume sljepava@
yahoo.com
PH(408)513-4917

3bd apartment with walk in closets. Great
for students/ roommates!! Great Floor Plan!
Washer & Dryers on premisis. Parking available!! Only $1,275 mo, may work with you on
the deposit!! email: sjminv@aol.com

EMAIL: classified@casa.sjsu.edu

RECREATION LEADER

Now hiring Recreation Leaders to work in
school-age Before and After School programs.
Available shifts: 7:00am-2:30pm, 7:00am11:30am and 2:00pm-6:00pm Monday through
Friday or M/ W/ F or T/ TH. Pay ranges from
9.22/ hr.-11.32/ hr. depending upon experience. Please email your resume to Kathy
Winnovich at kathy@lgsrecreation.org or call
354-8700 ext. 245.
fOOD SERVICE/EXPRESSO BAR/HOST PT
positions avail. in S’vale restaurant. Flex Hrs.
$11.00 to start. Call Wendy@733-9331
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program. Indoor pool. Exp. with children a must. Teaching
exp. not req’d. AM/ PM/ WE shifts avail. Email
res to sdavis@avac.us

CLASSIfIED AD RATE INfORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted
into an ad line. The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up
to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines is required. Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior
to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIfIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00
$25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
fREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from
10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s individual ads
only. Not intended for businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not
apply.
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THIS IS NOT

A DESK.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW COLLECTIONS OF DORM
R O O M F U R N I T U R E AT WA L M A R T. C O M / C O L L E G E .

THURSDAY

THIS IS MORE

LIKE IT.

C O L L E G E H A P P E N S. B E R E A D Y.

